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Aveline  

We have a list of names we’re considering for the children we can’t have. The doctor 

wrote infertile on a slip of paper to deliver the news. My wife kept it in her purse until she 

bought her first set of gardening books. We spend most of the time now plucking produce from 

bushes. The blueberries grow and don’t search the sky for answers like we do. We speak in 

reassurances: “Let’s build ourselves from the bones up” or “We’ll hang our sadness out to dry.” 

There’s a carefulness we have for each other. Signs that we both know what it’s like to be 

broken. 

She says her mood is influenced by the harvest:, “These crops can only sustain us for so 

long, but we’ll be all right.”  

*** 

We care for the neighbor’s’ daughter when they’re out of town. In our darkest days, we 

imagine what it would be like if she were ours. The child runs with rug-burned knees and creates 

sidewalk stories with chalk. We tend to our nest and wonder how the birds do it so gracefully. 

This evening, the little one sees a squirrel eating a robin’s egg. Baby blue shells found in the 

grass. 

“It’s not fair,” she says.  

We teach her what the loss of something means, but hopefully we will never have to 

explain what that feels like.  

*** 

As I tuck her into bed, the little one grabs my wife’s sweatshirt hanging off the chair and 

cradles it. I ask her why she does this. “It’s still warm,” she says. She explains that it’s like a 

ghost is there to hug her.  
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When the little one asked what happens next, the oldest shrugged and extended her hand.  

“It happens sooner or later to all of us,” the oldest continued. “The end of things.” 

Leading the youngest to the water, the oldest wished she could save her sister from life’s 

sorrows.  

“Notice the color of the stones when they’re wet,” the oldest said.  

She grabbed a handful and placed them in her younger sister’s palms.  

“There’s an added richness to their colors,” the oldest said.  

“They’re bright,” the youngest said.  

 The oldest joked with her sister: reach the rocks in the center of the lake without water 

wings. The youngest decided that it was a bet: a chance to be brave and go alone. She left the 

next morning, the path engrained ingrained in memory, stepping freshly into her previous 

footprints. Cold water kissed the tips of the younger sister’s toes. The ruffles of her bathing suit 

were flipped upward by the wind and tickled her stomach, covering the design on top as if the 

mermaid were drowning.  

 The youngest waded into the water, remembering what her older sister told her about 

ducks—how everything is calm on the surface. Never -mind submerged, thrashing legs. She 

thought about what the oldest would think, looking out over the lake in the day that would 

follows, wondering why, despite the wind gusts and the clouds’ promises of rain, the surface of 

the water would be calm. 
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When the Ducks Can’t Fly  

The boy is just now school-aged and a combination of his parents, whom he admires. He 

pushes his shoulders back when he walks, placing his hands in his pockets just as his father does. 

The boy imagines that his father’s shoulders are steady like this when he flies planes. On their 

walks, the boy’s father buys him yellow balloons. The boy likes that the string slightly tugs on 

his wrist, and he says to his father that he feels like he’s being invited to soar in the air. His 

father chuckles then, saying that the boy is too young to fly in the clouds and can’t go to work 

with him.  

*** 

When his mother says his father has flown away, the boy asks why this time and it makes 

her upset. It is the day after the boy’s eighth birthday. The mother says the father won’t be 

coming back.  

“This is what dying means,” she says.  

She sounds like she is drowning as the word leaves her. When the mother comes home 

with a suit for the boy to wear for a day of uprooted earth and roses, he asks for a blue balloon.  

*** 

Even though the mother turns the T.V. channel when she hears the father’s flight number, 

it does not stop her from writing the sequence down days later. The boy notices the numbers 

scrawled on grocery lists the mother keeps on the fridge, on Post-iIt notes on the sides of her 

laptop. He asks her what the numbers mean and she explains that it’s the name of the father’s 

plane.  

“I feel like I’m making monuments by placing the notes around the house,” she says.  

Yellow paper slips collect like bric-a-brac in the house’s formerly empty corners.  
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